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Address POWERLAND Technologies Co. 
Block F-2A, No.6 
North Sihuan Middle Road 
Beijing PC: 100029 

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
POWERLAND´S PNC200 series 1—8 axis motion stages, POWERLAND´S PNC200GC CNC Systems for glass cutting, POWERLAND´S PNC200DS
CNC Systems for dispensing and sealing, POWERLAND´S PNC200SW CNC Systems for soldering and welding, POWERLAND´S PNC200TB CNC
Systems for tube machine, POWERLAND´S PNC200LC CNC Systems for laser and plasmatic cutting, POWERLAND´S PNC200QS CNC Systems for
quench machine : POWERLAND´S series AC/DC servo Systems. GALIL´S DMC series l—8 axis digital motion Controller , ALPHA´S high precision
gear reducer; YASKAWA´S £11 series AC servo Systems: Fein-mess´s high precision motion stages, ISEL´s pre-cision motion stages, actuator and
main spindle drives: EVER´S stepping motor füll digital programmable drive.
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